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or no micelle formation takes place. Such behavior 
is not unexpected since light scattering experimentss 
have shown that a homologous detergent does not 
form micelles. Therefore light ~ca t t e r ing ,~  and 
ultracentrifuge data give the same qualitative re- 
sults. These studies indicate that the number of 
molecules per micelle is highly dependent on the 
composition of the detergent. 

-Although Igepal CO-710 and Surfonic S-95 are 
qimilar detergentr, the numbers of molecules per 
micelle are considerably different for the two deter- 
gent solutions. This is not unexpected, since the 
two detergents ha\-e been shown to differ markedly 
in other respects such as adsorption properties.22 

DlSCUSSIOS 
11. E G n u  (LIonsanto Chemical Co.).-Is micellar 

molecii1:u iveight indcp(Andcnt of t n t d  ronccntration as a 
grncnl  rule, as t h r  data  siigpest? 

C. IV. I)WIGGIA\, JR -J,s a general rule, it would not be 
expected that  mic~rllar molrciilar \T eights would be inde- 
penderit of thri total  concentrations. Honever, for the 101% 
concentrations and cxperimental conditions involved, the 
dependence appearn to he Ion for thr, non-ionic detergents 
studied. It probal)ly n o d d  become quite noticeable as 
the concrntrations ncwssary for grl formation are ap- 
proached or at w'itr t h r  critical micelle concentration. 

ns .lssociates) -Helix formation H. B. KLET'EY. (I<1( 
f22) 11. S. Ilunnini: Chern. Eng .  Data Series, 2,  No 1, 88 (1957). 

seems to  play a role in ethylene oxide and propylene osidc 
polymers. K i t h  this in mind, i t  would t)c easier t o  accept 
a value of 2-3 moleculm per micelle rather than tha t  of onr. 

C. I$'. U n i o c ~ s s ,  JR.-Tht? l'luronic L-61, dctcrgcrit I\-W 
foutid to  contain approsimutely 1 molrc.uk per micelle. 
assuming that  thc molecular weight rcyorted for this tic,- 

trryent is correct. Light scattering experiments of .l. 11. 
Mankowich gave an aggregation Iiumbcr of only slightly 
greater than I for a similar detergent,. 

DOKALD G .  1)osa~ (B. F. Goodrich Company).-Could 
vou comment farther on the great difference in niiniher of 
molecules per micelle between surfactants of ttpprosimately 
the same chemical structure and composition? 

C. It'. DWIGGISS, JR.--At the present state of knowledge 
i t  would be quite difficult to explain this difference since 
t'here are many possible explanations. Rather weak 
forces are involved in micelle formation. Variation in 
chain length distribution could be partidly responsible, 
or possibly slight Contamination of t'he detergent by somr 
unknoivn material. .is detergents of higher purity and 
narrower chain length distribution heconit. avail:tl)lr, t h ( w  
questions perhaps can he resolved. 

IRWIS H. BILLICR (Em0 Research and Engineering).- 
Did you make any nieasurements of t h c  crit,ical mirrllo 
concentratiori? 

Surface tension 
studirs by Lun Hsiao, H. 3. Dunning and P. B. Lorenz 
( J .  Phys. Cheni., 60, 657 (1956)) indicate thttt the deterpenk 
studied, with the exception of Pluronic L-64, have critical 
micelle concentrations of the order of 10-4X. Yo break 
in t,he surface tension i 's .  concentration curve was o lmwcd  
for Pluronic L-64. 

C. W. DWIGGISS, Jr.-Kot in this 1%-ork. 

BLACK SOAP FILRiIS 
By J. TH. G. OVERBEEK~ 
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Recetved July 18, 1.960 

During the aging of colored soap films, black spots are formed which are ultrathin parts of the film. They are usually 
separated from the rolorcd part of the film by a sharp transition and grow spontaneously. The principal forces that  govern 
their thickness x e  the electrostatic repulsion betveen the soap ions on the t a o  faces of the film and van dr.r Kaals  attrac- 
tion amongst all the molecules of the film. It is essential t o  take into account the fact t ha t  the electrostatic repulsion acts 
only across the water layer of the film, u hereas the water layer and the soap molecules both contribute to the van der Waals 
iorces. The equilibrium thickness of the black films presumably is determined by these forces and by the border suction 
(surface tension divided by the radius of curvature of the border surface). The rate of formation of black films depends 
on these forces and on the viscous resistance in the film. An extension of Frankel's theory on the rate of film formation 
is presented, nhich takes the influence of electrostatic and van der Waals forces into account. In  films formed from solu- 
tions of non-ionic detergrnts both electrostatic repulsion and steric repulsion play a role. Black films do not break spon- 
taneously hut breaking may be caused by a number of effccts, surh as evaporation, dewetting of impurities, local heating, 
etc. 

Introduction 
Foams, soap bubbles and soap films are attrac- 

tive subjects for research, not only from a scientific 
and technical, but also from an esthetic point of 
view. It is a pleasure to observe the interesting 
structures of foams and the beautiful interference 
colors in not a11 but most soap lamellae. Freshly 
formed lamellae may be too thick to show colors, 
but they all drain under the influence of gravity and 
when they reach a thickness between a fern microns 
and 0.1 micron the interference colors appear. 
Giren time and enough stability, the films will 
drain further and become so thin that reflection 
from the front tide and the backside are very nearly 

(1) Inrired lecture of the Foreign Guest of Honor, 34th National 

(2) Van't Hoff Laboratory, State University of Utrecht, Utrecht, 
Colloid Symposium, Lehigh University, June 16, 1960. 

The Netherlands. 

in counterphase and the film looks black. These 
black regions are often sharply separated from the 
colored part of the film or bubble. They seem t'o 
be holes, and as early as 1672 Hooke3 reported 
"On holes in soap bubbles." Sewton4 also studied 
t,hese "holes" and observed that black films of 
different thickness could exist next' to each ot'her. 
Gibbsj was quite explicit about' black films. 
He described the sudden thinning from colored 
t~o  black "very much as if there were an at'trac- 

(3) R. Hooke, Communication to the Royal Society, March 28. 
1072; see T. Birch, History of the Royal Society, A .  hIillard, London. 
1757, Vol. 111. 11. 29. 

(4) I. I\-ewton. "Opticka," Book 11, Part I. exp.  17, Dover Publ., 
K e v  York,  S. P., lS52,  based upon the 4th edition, IT. Innys, London, 
1730. 

(5) J. W. Gibbs, "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances. 
see "Collected Works," Yale rniversity Press, S e w  Haven, 1948, 
p. 311 ff. 
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tion between the surfaces of the film, insensible 
at greater distances, but becoming sensible when 
the thicknebs of the film is sufficiently reduced.” 
He observed a thicker rim between the black 
and the colored film and concluded that the Hack 
part, is imt simply formed by extenhion of the 
film, but by a spontaneous disproportionation 
of the thicker colored film into black film plus a 
thick rim around it. Finally he remarked, “That 

hich is most ctifficult to account for in the forma- 
tion of the black spots 1s the arrest of the process 
by which the film grows thinner. It seems most 
natural to account for this, zf possible, by passive 
resistance to motion, due to a very viscous or 
gelatinous condition of the film.” 

IT-e shall see how these very pertinent remarks 
Ijy Gibl-)s 1-emain significant for modern soap film 
research. 

The first question to be answered is, Why should 
we be so much interested in soap films and particu- 
larly in thcl black ones which are certainly not the 
most beautiful? The main reason is that foams, 
and in particular isolated soap films, are very 
simple “colloidal” systems. The thinning seems 
to indicate that they are on their way to breaking, 
hut in the formation of the black film the breaking 
is prevented or a t  least greatly retarded. In 
ioap films we have a simple model for the behavior 
of very thin liquid layers between solid particles 
or emulsion droplets, and we may obtain a better 
understanttiiig of coagulation of suspensions and of 
hreaking of emulsions by studying soap films. More- 
over, there is the practical interest in foams. Some 
people, suvh as the manufacturers of shaving cream, 
or beer, or the users of froth flotation, want to 
stabilize them. Others, such as distillers, or oil 
producers, look eagerly for ways to destroy foams. 

Formation of Black Films.--A black film can be 
formed in two different ways. I t  may form spon- 
taneously somewhere in the middle of a colored, 
usually rather thin, film and grow in area at  the 
expense of the colored film. It may be formed also 
at  the border (called Plateau border, or Gibbs 
border) which surrounds a soap film, where it is 
attached to a frame, to other films (in a foam) or to 
the horizontal surface of a liquid. Due to the 
curvature of the surface such a border is always a 
seat of suction (lower pressure) with respect to 
adjacent flat film. Nysels, Shinoda and FrankeP 
pointed out that this suction acts more strongly on 
a thick film than on a thin film, and consequently 
there is a teritlency for thicker film to be sucked in 
and thinner film to be generated at  these borders 
(see Fig. 1). When the film surface is mobile, 
this is the> main process by which a soap film be- 
comes thinner. This idea can be extended to the 
TT elt between black and colored film. The welt can 
he con4dered as a kind of border, sucking in the 
colored film and generating more of the black one. 
the excesa liquid accumulating in the welt and 
uiunlly breaking a m y  from it in two-dimensional 
droplet*. nhich f l o ~  to the loner parts of the 
fiim.7 

( 6 )  K. J. LIyselq, K. Shinoda and S. Frankel, “Soap Films, Studies 
of Their Thinning and a Bibliography,” Pergamon Press, Xew York,  
N. Y., 1959, p. 20 ff. 

(7) Ref. 4, plates 111 and VI, between pp. 62 and 63. 

Fig. 1.-Border suction ( A p )  acts more strongly on thicker 
parts of the film, sucks in thick film and generates thinner 
film. 

When the black film is subjected t o  mild erapo- 
ration a second, thinner, black film 13 formed,8 
but we will limit our discussion nearly cscluzively 
to the first. 

Thickness of the Black Film.-The black film is 
too thin to show interference colors, but it does 
reflect some light. Light reflected from the front 
and the back surface has a phase difference slightly 
exceeding 180°, and thus it i. not completely 
extinguished. 

The ratio of reflected and incident light intensitiei 
(light beams perpendicular to film) iq giren by 

I / Io  = l r 2  sinz ( 2 m c l / X )  

nhere r2  = (n - I )?  ( n  + I ) ?  ib the rcflcction co- 
efficient of one surface, n is the (averagc) refractive 
index of the film, d it.. thickness and thr. w a ~ - e  
length in vacuum of the light used From a 
measurement of the i n t e n ~ i t -  of the reflected light, 
the thicknesb of the film can be detsrmnied. I t  
varies between slightly less than 100 A and about 
500-700 A. The second blgck film (the one caused 
by evaporation) is about 60 A. thick. 

Theoretical Discussion.-We must explain : (a) 
the great stability of these ultrathin structures, 
either colored or black; (b) the spontaneous forma- 
tion of black film., and the fact that they do not 
thin indefinitely; (c) the multiplicity; (d) the 
mechanism(s) by which they ultimately break. 

The explanation of the fact that soap films can 
stand a great deal of deformation without ruptiire 
has been given by Gibbsg Adsorption of the 
soap molecules a t  the water-air interface is ac- 
companied by a lowering of the surf‘tce tension. 
Local extension of the film entails a decrease in the 
amount of soap adsorbed per unit arcxa and thu. 
leads to an increase in the surface teiiyion. nhich 
tends to contract the extended part of the film, 
thus preventing it from becoming dangc.rously thin. 
Variants of Gjbbs’ theory have been presented by 
llarangoni,’” and much more recently by Ewers 
and Sutherland.” The first actual measurement of 
film elasticity has been made very recently hv 
IIysels, Cox, and Skewis.’? 

As this cause for stability is not ,I particu1:tr 
property of the black films, we shall not diwws 
it further. 

h n  attraction between the surfaceq of the film 
as postulated by Gibhs might evplaiii the sudden 
(8) Ref. 6 ,  p 70 ff. 
(9) Ref 5 ,  13 300 ff 
(lo) C .  Malangoni rusi igosto, Piave, 18n5, GI .Inn ph>/-js, ( 5 )  

(11) 1%. E. Ese r s  and K L. Sutherland, AustrnT~a?, J Sci. Res., 

(12) K. J. hfysels. XI. C. Cox  and J. Skewis, pri’rate communica- 
see also Abstracts of Papers presented a t  A .  C. S. Meeting, 

143, 337 (1871), 

AS, 697 (1952). 

tion; 
Gept., 1959. 

.L7uuouo Czmenfo,  (3) 3,  50, 97, 197 (1879) 
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Fig. 2.-Uppcr part: two thick films far apart; 
part: films rearranged into a thin one and a very thick one. 
The interaction between the diagonally-marked parts A and 
B is only present in the lower picture and explains thp dt.- 
crease in potential energy in the rearrangement. 
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Fig. 3.-Apparatub for studying black films: the pressure 
p regulates the difference in pressure between the border and 
the film. The reflection of light projected through the upper 
window (inclined to avoid undesirable reflections) on the 
soap film is used to determine its thickness. Apparatus was 
constructed by Boekelman and D u y v i ~ ,  and is very similar 
to that used by Derjaguin and Titijevskala. 

onset of the formation of the black film and the 
abrupt transition between the black and the 
colored film. De T’ries13 has proposed that such 
an attraction may be due to London-van der Waals 
forces. Indeed, it is well known how the existence 
of surface tension is explained by the fact that 
molecules near the surface are attracted toward 
the interior of the liquid by intermolecular at- 
traction forces. In  a very thin film the proximity 
of the two surfaces makes this inward attraction 
somewhat weaker or, in other words, lowers the 
free energy of the film and acts as a factor favoring 
further thinning of the film. De Vries pointed out 
that this effect is exactly equivalent to the force 
between two semi-infinite layers of solution sepa- 
rated by an air gap of the same thickness as the film, 
2nd can be treated quantitatively on this basis. 

There are different ways in tvhich this effect 
tan be treated. One of them is illustrated in Fig. 
2.  If a film becomes thinner and the total inter- 
face of the system is not changed, the material 
lost by the film must be added somewhere else in 
the system. either in the bulk of the liquid or, 
energetically equivalent, to increase the thickness 
of an already thick film. The upper part of Fig. 2 
depicts two thick films, each divided by an imagi- 
nary plane into a thin and a thick layer. The 
potential energy of each of the thick films is built 

J 

(13) A. J. de Vries, Rec. trav. cham., 77, 383 (1958). 

up from the interactions between all individual 
pairs of molecules. After the rearrangement 
shown in the lower part of the figure, the potential 
energy of the total syst>em is changed by the inter- 
actmion between the two diagonally hatched 
parts of the thick film and this makes the lower 
situation more stable than the upper one. The 
act,ual difference AV between the energy of the t’wo 
situations (per cm.2 of thin film formed) is given 
byl4.15 

AV = A/13rH2 

where A is the Hamaker-van der Waals constant, 
and H is the thickness of the thin film. Con- 
sequently the van der Waals attraction is equiva- 
lent to a pressure on the film equal to 

P = A / 6 r H a  

It has been shown both experimentally and 
theoretically that the above equations require 
modification when H is of the same order or larger 
than the wave length connected lvith the London- 
van der Waals forces. In  that case, retardation 
of these forces plays a role. However, the thickness 
of the black films is usually such that the van der 
Waals forces are not affected by retardation, and 
one of the important aspects of black film research 
is that  it may furnish a tool for the determination 
of non-retarded van der Waals forces. 

Van der Waals forces ultimately mould Iead to 
bursting of the film unless some opposing force 
stops the process. This opposing force has been 
recognized by different authors-Bikerman,16 Der- 
jaguin,” and others-as being due to the electro- 
static repulsion between the layers of adsorbed 
soap ions. If this is correct, the t’hickness of the 
black film ought to depend on the thickness of the 
electric double layer and consequently on the 
salt content of the soap solution. Derjaguin 
and Titijevskaja’a have devised an ingenious ex- 
periment, in which they measure the thickness of 
black films under different levels of border suction. 
A sketch of the essential parts of t,he apparatus is 
shown in Fig. 3. They find a good agreement 
between calculated and measured film thickness, 
considered as an equilibrium between border suc- 
tion and electrostatic repulsion, calculated on the 
basis of Gouy-Chapman double layers (see Fig. 4). 
Van der Waals forces were not taken into account. 
They would not influence the results perceptibly 
for thick films, obtained a t  low ionic strength, 
but one would expect them to make t’he thin films 
still thinner. However, the thin films obtained 
by Derjaguin a t  high ionic strength are actually 
even thicker than the calculated value based on 
repulsion and border suction. Derjaguin ascribes 
this to a special structure of the solvent, rather in 
line with Gibbs’ suggestion of n “gelatinous be- 
havior.” 

The exact nature of this gelatinous layer is iiot 
(14) J. H. De Boer, Trans. Faraday Soc.,  32, 21 (193G). 
(15) H. C. Hamaker. Phzjsica, 4, 1058 (1937). 
(16) B. V. Bikerman, “Foams, Theory and Industi ial Applications,” 

(17) B. V. Derjaguin, Disc. Faraday SOC., 18, 24 (1954). 
(18) B. V. Derjaguin and A. S. Titijevskaja, “Gas-Liquid and 

Liqnid-Liquid Interfaces,” Proc. 2nd Int. Congr. Surf. Activity, Vol. I, 
Butterworth, London, 1957, p. 211; see also ref. 17. 

Reinhold Publ. Corp., New York, N. Y., 1953, p. 154. 
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clear. There appears to be a contradictioii with 
information derived from electrokinetic phenomena, 
which, if anything, suggest only a very thin layer 
of increased. viscosity near a phase boundary. 
Myse1sl9 has suggested that the presence of micelles 
in the film might prevent further collapse. In the 
aut,hor's opinion this question is still unsettled. 
More experiments, also below the c.m.c., are 
desirable. 

It is, of course, tempting to do similar experi- 
nieiits wit#h soap films between oil layers. They 
have indeed been done by van den Tenlpel,20 
although without regulation of the border suction. 
He found the predicted dependence of the thick- 
ness on the ionic st'rength, but just as in Derjaguin's 
case, the f i lm a t  high salt content are thicker than 
calculated. 

If the situat,ioii in black soap films caii be de- 
scribed as an equilibrium hetween van der Waals 
attraction, electrostatic repulsion and some border 
suction, then this forms an ideal case for the appli- 
cation of the theory of the stability of lyophobic 
colloids as developed by Derjaguin and Landauz1 
a,nd by TTerwey aiid Overbeek,22 because this theory 
is based on the same forces. As the vaii der Waals 
attraction changes in inverse proportion with some 
power of the thickness aiid the electrostatic re- 
pulsion varies expoiientially with the t,hickiiess of 
the film, a plot, of the potential energy of the film 
against its ;hickness shows a sharp dip for very 
sinall thickiiess. At iiit8ermediate thickness there 
inay be a xnaximiim, which caii act as an energy 
barrier, and there is a shallow minimum a t  larger 
thickness (see Fig. 5 ) .  The stable black film is 
supposed to correspond to this shallow minimum. 

Experimental information obtained at  my labora- 
t'ory in Utrecht by Duyvis and a t  the Uiiiversity 
of Southern Califoriiiu by Skewis is in qualitative 
agreement with this picture. Recent results ob- 
t,ained by the Bulgarian authors Scheludko and 
E x e e o ~ a ? ~  e m i i  allow the calculation of t,he 
€Iamaker-v:ui der Waals constant from such 
experiments. It is found to be equal within a 
factor 2 or 3 to -4 = 5 X ergs, in good agree- 
incnt, wit'h theorct,ical predict,ions. 

Ho~ve\-er, sitice a hydrophobic cdloid usually 
flocculates :It  :L salt content of about 0.1 molar 
iiioiiovalcnt clec%rolyte, oiic would expect soap 
films to brciik a t  or helcw that limit,. But good 
soap films do not4 break, even at4 1 molar. This 
probably should be explained by the fact t,hat, elec- 
t rostatic repulsion acts between the ionic heads 
of the soap molecules, but van der Waals attrac- 
tion includes the hydrocarbon tails as well. This 
is equivalent to a shift between the origins of the 
attrtction and repulsion curves over maybe 10 or 
20 A. In  that case the repulsion acts against 
a less st,eep part of the attraction as is illustrated 
in Fig, 6. Calculation shows that a shift of only 
a few A. is enough to prevent breaking by even the 

(19) K. J. Mysels, private communication. 
(20) R I .  van den Ternpel, J .  Colloid Sei., 13, 125 (1958). 
(21) B. 1'. Dcrjagiiin arid I,. Landail, Acta physicochim. C.IZ.S.S., 

( 2 2 )  E. J. W. Vcrivry axid J. Til. G. Ouerbeek, "Theory of the  

(23) A .  Scheliidko and D. Exerowa, Kolloid. Z., 168, 24 (1YGO). 

14,  688 (1941). 

Stability of Lyoi)hobic Colloids." Elseiicr, Amsterdam, 1948. 

0 1000 2000 
p in dyne/cm.Z 

Fig. 4.-Thickness H of sodium oleate films (in h.) as a 
function of the border suction (in djrnes/cm.2) and sodium 
chloride content, from Derjaguin and Titijevskaja.17~~8 All 
solutions contain 10-3 hf sodium oleate. The molarity of 
sodium chloride was varied from 0.0014.1 AI, and is indi- 
cated in the figure. 

" I  

H 

Fig. 5.-Geiieral form of potential energy V us. thickness 
€1 and pressure p us.  H for it combination of electrostatic re- 
pulfiion with van der Waals compression. In  equilibrium 
with a border suction, A p ,  the black film would correspond 
to point B. 

highest possible concentration of monovalent elec- 
trolyte. This would not be the case for bivalent 
ions, but lack of solubility of soaps of bivalent 
metals makes this a difficult point to check. 

Another point is coiinect8ed with the format,ion 
of the black film. As this takes place spontaneously 
and a t  a finite rate, and requires work against vis- 
cous resistance, it, is by no means cert'aiii that the 
black film, as usually found, is a t'rue equilibrium 
st,ructure. E'rankelZ4 has worked out a t,heoretical 
treatment of the relation between t'he thickness of 
a soap film and the rate a t  which it is drawl out of 
a border, coilsidering the whole process as a steady 
stat'e. 

This theory is based on the idea that when the 
film is drawn it passes from a region of low pres- 
sure (the border) to n regioii of high pressure (the 
flat film). The pressure gradient squeezes out 
some of the solution in viscous lamiiiar flow. The 
slower the film is drawn, the more efficient t,his 
squeezing process and the thinner the film becomes. 
The predicted proportionality between film t,hick- 
ness and the ?/a power of the rate of drawing was 
confirmed for film thicknesses between 0.1 and 6p. 
The constant of proportionality agreed with 
prediction. 10,24 

(24) Ref. 0 ,  Chapter V, p. 47 ff. 
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Fig. B.-IDeinonstr:ttion of stabilizing iiifiueiice of it m a l l  shift in origin between repulsion curve and nttraction curve; 
(Sa) repulsion and attractioii have the mine origin; (6b) repulsion curve is shifted 3 distance 26 (twice the t h i c k t m >  of the 
hydrocarbon part of the soap layer) to tile right 

For very thin films van der Waals forces and 
electroqtatic repulsion also contribute to the 
pressure gradient. This can be expressed quanti- 
tatively in an equation for draving of a film of 
thickness T + 26, a t  a rate u 

i -4 - l l i & ! ' V 9 J L W 2 ~ u  Cfg 
i 164L/  + 6 ) '  r e 2  I& 

\\here G = (e?ip(ze$ Xi") - I ) /  (exp(xe$, 2KT)  
+ I )  and 2~ + 26 is the film thickness in the transi- 
tion region between the border aiid the flat film, 
6 is the thickness of the hydrocarbon part of one 
-oap layer, .r is the coordinate perpendicular to the 
lwrder in the direction of draving, y is the surface 
tension, 17 the viscosity of the solution, A the van 
der Waals-Hamaker constant, E the dielectric con- 
stant in the double layer, I< and T the Boltxmaiiii 
coilstant aid the temperature, e the elementary 
charge, s the valence of the counter iotis, $ the 
electric potential a t  the ionic heads of the soap 
moleculei and K the reciprocal of the Debye length. 

This equation has been solved using the digital 
computer facilities a t  the JT7esterii Data Processing 
Center at the Vniversity of California a t  Los 
hngeles. Due to  the large choice of parameters 
the data are not yet complete. Preliminary results 
indicate an emily detectable influence of van der 

< -  

Waals forces and electrostatic repulsion at low 
rates of drawing aiid high salt content. They also 
indicate that the excess tension required to  pro- 
duce black films may be extremely small and in 
certain cases even negative, pointing to the pos- 
sibility of spontaneous growth of these films. 
Moreover, there are regions Jvhere the film thicklie-s 
changes very rapidly with little change in rate or 
excess teiisiou in agreement with the abrupt transi- 
tion between black and colored film. It) seems also 
as if the black film formed is not very far from equi- 
librium, but this conclusion is very definitely a 
preliminary one. Application of this line of 
thought to the welt is planned, hut will be more 
difficult, because the welt grow,  and thus there i:: 
no stationary state. The welt, although quali- 
tatively similar to  a double border. is too thin to 
admit direct quantitative application of the sta- 
tioiiary state treatment. This would requirc that 
somewhere in the middle of the nelt flow is practi- 
cally loss free, as is the case in a real border far 
from the film. However, viscous losses caiinot 
be neglected in any part of the welt. 

Before finishing this lecture I a i sh  to meiition 
two subjects briefly. The first is that of foams 
stabilized by iion-ionic detergents. My co-worker 
Duyvis a t  Utrecht made a number of measure- 
ments on film3 stabilized by polyethylene oxide 
soaps. He found two "equilibrium thicknesses," 
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one at about 700 8. probably connected with a 
weak but long range electrostatic repulsion (lop 
ionic strength) and a second one at about 80 A. 
where we assume that the repulsion mechanism is 
the mechanical interference between the poly- 
ethylene oxide chairis from both sides of the film. 

The second topic is concerned n ith how and \Thy 
a film breaks. According to our discussion so far, 
it should not break at all. Electrostatic repulsion 
keeps the film above a miiiiiiium thickness and it 
can be shown conclusively that the activation 
eiiergy for the formation of a hole in such a film 
is extremely large, 60 that  the process does iiot 
occur spontaneously. 25 

In practice, hon ever, small amounts of impurity 
may accumulate on the frame to which the film is 
attached aiid break the film by dewetting. Evapo- 
ratioii, drilmg the film thickness below the thick- 
ness of the maximum in the potential energy curve, 
i, another common mechanism leading to breaking. 
It may alsn lead to the thinner second black film 
it this structure. consisting presumably of only two 
layers of ,-oap) uith some mater of hydration, is 
stable. 111 principle a very tall film or one in 
:I very strong gravitatioiial or centrifugal field 
could break under its on’n weight, either because 
the excesh surface tension required to carry the 
11 eight becomer too large, or because gravity pushes 
the film m e r  the energy barrier. Figure 7 shons 
a coinbinat ion of van der Waa16, electrostatic and 
gravitational energy which would just lead to  
hlm breakage because the V-H line has a t  best a 
horizontal slope. The gravitational energy is 
cqual to py/zH, n-here p is the density of the solutioii, 
H the film thickne$s, g the gravitational accelera- 
tion and h the height above the surface of the bulk 
liquid. 

Xny gradient in the surface tension, caused, 
9.. by local heating, local evaporation or local 

contamination, will lead to an extension of the part 
of the film with the lower surface tension and lead 
to rupture. 

The study of rupture of the him5 has as yet iiot 
made much progress, but it is obviously important, 
:ilso for c>xploitiiig the parallels between soap 
films :~iict problems in emulsion and suspeiiiioii 
+tahility. 

I have choseii for this lecture is one 
arch is hy no meam finished, but I 

twlie\-e that it i y  a rich bource of information, 
iiitcrcsting pc I’ DC‘, and ullo\i iiig coiiclusions which 

Ifcc t i a i  t him 77, 383, $41 (1958). 

i I  

Fig. i.-Potential energy curve a i th  horizontal point of 
inflection due to gravity (pghH) combined v i th  van der 
Kaals and electroqtatic forces. 

are of value to many other fields of colloid science. 
To conclude the lecture a movie n.ah -honii of a 

horizontal soap film in x-hich a colored central 
part was surrounded by a black rim. The movie 
as shown u-as accelerated about 60-fold as compared 
to reality. In the picture the gron-th of the welt 
c3ould be seen very clearly, also that the welt de- 
tached dropn ~ s e  and that the “drops” floated down- 
ward to the lower and thicker parts of the film. 
1;urthermore it, showed some of the complications 
met w t h ,  such as the effect of evaporation. 
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